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THE FENCE POST INC 

PO Box 7, Narembeen, WA. 6369                                                                                                

Ph: (08) 9064 7055 

fencepost@westnet.com.au 

OFFICE HOURS: Tuesday 8.30am - 12.00pm 

* DEADLINE 10.30 AM TUESDAY * 

News items or payments may be left at the front desk of the CRC  

when the Fence Post office is closed. 

Advertising Rates 2023 

     B&W  Colour      B&W  Colour 

Small ads up to ¼ Page $10  $15   One Third Page $15  $25 

One half Page   $20  $30   Two Thirds Page $25  $40 

Full Page    $35  $55 

PREFERRED FORMAT– JPG, WORD, PUBLISHER OR PDF 

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION RATES 2023  

DUE 1st March 

Local & Online  $66 

Mailing   $110  

Online payments:  BSB 306-026  Account 543 1678 

EDITORS 

Maxine Miolini (Editor-in-Chief), Jodie Batty, Gina DeLuis, Sherrie Heather,  

Lorraine Lethlean, Kellie Mortimore 

ROSTER 

 

 

 

 

The Fence Post is a weekly (45 weeks of the year) voluntary publication in A4, printed mainly in black and white, the email 

edition is in colour. The newspaper is printed by our local CRC on a Wednesday. There are no summer holiday editions. 

Advertisements received by email will be invoiced to that address. 

Disclaimer 

The views expressed in articles in this newspaper are not necessarily the views of the Editor or other volunteers who produce 
this newspaper. The Editor has the right to withhold, edit or abbreviate any items. 

- Life Member of The Fencepost   IRIS BRISTOW - 

Date Editor Typist Ads 

30th May Jodie Batty Rhonda Cole Sam Woodfield 

6th June Sherrie Heather  Julie Miller 
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  Over the Fence…. 

For those vehicle drivers who are unaware, there is a pedestrian crossing going from the 

front of IGA to the CO-OP Café. This is used quite often and causes danger especially for 

older people who are  trying to maneuver their way around when vehicles are parked over 

it.  PLEASE KEEP THIS AREA CLEAR 

 

The CO-OP Café has a new menu for those who want to try something different.  It is a 

great place to drop in for a coffee and a chat and meet up with people you haven’t seen for 

a while. 

 

The unveiling of the new artwork at Koolberrin Lodge will occur this week. This painting 

has been hung in the Day Room to brighten it up and give the residents a pleasant view.  

We look forward to a write up next week. 

  

Richard and Wendy Keane recently had a welcome visit from daughter Shelley for 2 
weeks. 
While she was here they were able to have a Family Day organised by the owners  at the 
Newmont Boddington gold mine where son Nic works and a very interesting tour was had. 
Shelley has now returned to Wisconsin where the winter time temperatures have been as 
low as minus 25. Needless to say she enjoyed the sunshine while here  
 

 For those who like to contribute to charity, Lotto is now available at IGA.  You may even 

win something when you purchase your ticket. 

 

A familiar face has been popping up on our commercial channel television screens. The 

lady with the sun visor and grey hair in the advertisement encouraging people to have their 

flu vaccinations is Jenny Murphy (Lethlean).   Jenny is at present home recovering from a 

knee replacement operation. 
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COUNCIL WRAP UP— May 2023  

 
Council held an Audit and Risk Committee meeting and received the annual report for 2021/2022 Financial 

year. An Annual Electors Meeting will be held in June. 

 

The recruitment of the new CEO will be finalised when the required reporting is forwarded to the Department 

of Local Government. 

 

Council as agreed to make an application for a General Membership to Central East Accommodation and 

Care Alliance (CEACA) from 1 July 2023.  

 

Council has resolved to transfer ownership of Lot 104 Currall Street to CEACA, when they secure funding 

and commit to building housing on that property. 

 

Council approved the construction of a new 4x2 residence on a Shire owned Lot in Cheetham Way. Once 

this construction is complete Council will sell 16 Hilton Way 

 

Minutes available on the website www.narembeen.wa.gov.au 

HISTORICAL SOCIETY ADDITIONAL NOTES 

 

A visit was made by the Historical Society to the Year One Class at the School on May 11th to 

discuss old items on loan from the Museum. The research done by the class was excellent and 

the questions asked were very thoughtful. We look forward to the follow up of this visit at the 

Parent Night in June. Thank you to Mrs Lines for your invitation. 
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HISTORICAL VISIT TO  

THE WILKINSON FARM 

Approximately two months ago the Historical Society was approached regarding the location of the 

Wilkinson Farm at Mt Walker. The first reference was the Shire rate book 1929/30 which yielded the 

payment of rates by Jack Wilkinson as well as the location number. With much assistance from Teresa 

Cousins at the Shire, we found that the block is now part of the Della Vedova Farm and this was confirmed 

by Charlie and Tammy. 

Jack and Mary farmed the block during part of the 1920’s up until 1940. They had two daughters Olive 

(recently deceased) and Beatrice (Roberts) who reached ninety years in April. In 1940 the farm was sold to 

the Metcalf Family as Jack took up a position with the army. He was also a veteran of the First World War 

and served at Gallipoli. 

 To mark the occasion of the birthday, Beatrice’s daughter and son in law, Helen and Terry Berryman 

wanted to make this visit for their mother to relive some of her earlier memories. Beatrice had been back 

once with her mother and sister during the 1980’s. 

As Charlie was unable to be with us on Friday, Kyle acted as guide and did a wonderful job, not only in 

taking us to the homestead and other points of interest but in answering many farm related questions 

along the way. He even treated us to coffee before setting out. One recollection mentioned by Beatrice 

was that when her father added a small extension to the house, in making the blocks, he placed a beer 

bottle in the frame and poured the cement mixture around it. Sure enough when we found the remains of 

the building the bottles were evident in the exposed sections of the wall. There were two nearby dams one 

in which Beatrice almost drowned as a four year old. Her parents were alerted by the frantic barking of the 

bedraggled dog which ran and tried to drag her father  who had just come in to spell the horses. 

After the house visit we drove to a rocky outcrop where Beatrice remembered going with the family and 

sometimes visitors, to splash about in the water left by good rains. She showed us some excellent photos 

of this activity. 

Another highlight of the visit was that Hazel Toovey remembered that when the Wilkinsons came to town 

to shop, Beatrice and Hazel’s sister Barbara met up around their house. There were shops adjacent to the 

present day Roadhouse and the French Family home was very close. Hazel joined us at the History Centre 

on Thursday and she and Beatrice relived many memories. Thank you  Hazel. This added another 

dimension to a very happy visit. 

We now have in our possession a ledger from the family in which are recorded the expenditure and 

income for part of the time they lived in the district. 

Thank you to everyone involved in making this exercise so successful.                    

                                 Rhonda Hickey 
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Note the glass bottles in the structure 

Rhonda Hickey, Helen Berryman,  Beatrice Roberts, Hazel Toovey enjoying a cup of tea  
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Rhonda Hickey,  Terry Berryman,  Beatrice Roberts , Kyle Della Vedova 
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MT WALKER GOLF NEWS 

Sunday 21st May 2023 

Was a nice day for the walk in the big park. 

Most of the crew were out to play a Stableford round. 

 

The winner of the day was Bevan Eyles  

2nd                            Darren Phillips 

3rd            Carol Fagan 

 

Would like to thank all our sponsors that help us throughout the year. 

Next week is a Sweepstakes Round again 

TEE OFF TIME 11.30am – All grades of players welcome.  

Scribe Merle Phillips 

Advertise 

here for best 

results 
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NAREMBEEN GOLF CLUB 

 
On Wednesday the Ladies played a Par round for the Joan 

Cusack Trophy. 

It always happens when it’s your trophy….. You come in with a 

good score. 

Joan had a +2 which is a great Par score. Good on you Joan. 

She “willingly” gave her Trophy to Carol Currie with a -2. Well 

done Carol. 

Carol won on a count back from Miranda Noack who was Runner up. 

Other good scores were Maxine Miolini, Anita Cowan and Kellie Mortimore all with a -3.  

 
Sunday saw a big field of Men again. 

18 players came along to play a Stableford round for the Danny Gray Trophy. 

I think they all come along to discuss when it’s going to rain again! Best therapy. 

It’s back to the old boys showing form again. 

Robert Hayter was the Winner with 40 pts. Very happy to pick up Dans money but even happier 

to get a couple of balls from some older fellas!! 

Sam Bald has got the gist of this game. A new golfer and came in with 39pts for Runner up. 

Well done Sam. Might have to play off less next week though! 

Other good scores were Dan Gray 38, Aaron (Azza) Lyon 37, Damon Hayter and Rob Miolini 

35pts. 

It was great to have a few Footballers up for a whack later in the day. 

They had a great win the day before…. defeating Hyden/Karlgarin. 

 
The Ladies also played a Stableford. 

Joan Cusack continued on in good form and came in as the Winner with 37 pts. 

Julie Hayter was Runner up with 36 pts and Carol Currie also got a ball with 32 pts.  

Rumour has it that in the Ladies comp there were 2 shots that were going to be really good. 

I guess they have an excuse as they are the two oldest members of the Ladies Club. 

Pity really as Joan could have had 38pts and Anita could have had 2 putts instead of 3!!! 

Into the Windy Pot. 

 
So what’s happening next. 

On Sunday the Men will Play the Foursome Championship. 

Get your partner organised as this is always a great afternoon especially when you put one far 

into the bush and don’t have to worry about getting it out. Most times you need a partner with a 

sense of humour.!! 

Subs are all in. Thankyou, Thankyou. 

 

THANKYOU TO OUR SPONSORS 

Elders Narembeen, Shire of Narembeen, Ramelius, The Cusack Family, Baz and Noela Cole, 

Varley Transport, Viterra Australia, RSM Australia, Narembeen Engineering, Total Ag, Hutton 

and Northey. 

Narembeen IGA, Repacholi Air, Chris and Steve Padfield. Cleo Martin WFI, Liberty Rural, Afgri 

Equipment. 
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Tough 

One of the reasons we love footy is that it is a contact sport. The old gladiatorial aspect of a game where 

players sacrifice their own well being for the good of the collective has always been something that has 

drawn the interest of the masses. When two good sides face off against each other this physicality is mixed 

with a high level of skill and a high level of passion in the contest. The top of the table clash between the 

Hawks and Hyden/Kalgarin on Saturday was an example of exactly this. It’s why we love it. 

It was hot in the kitchen early as the two competition leaders wrestled for the ascendency early on 

Saturday. The Hawks looked to have the Saints for midfield spread and had they kicked straight they would 

have been able to create some separation on the scoreboard. However, to the credit of the Saints, they 

were willing to work hard without it and would go in only eleven points down. They had held on like good 

sides do. 

In the second quarter the Saints responded as they were inevitably going to do. With Alex James firing up 

the midfield they kicked four goals in a dominant quarter. They looked to have the Hawks for pace and for 

smarts. Where the Hawks got sucked into the footy or caught watching the contest the Saints spread from 

the contested and held footy to make it easy to move it through what is a small playing surface. It was high 

class country footy.  

Down by a goal at the long change, the maroon and gold needed a spark, needed to respond. They found it 

in three places. Jake Solomon continued a fine season as he was sent up forward to provide a target and 

duly started to take contested marks and kicked three of the four goals for the quarter. Connor Spinks got 

to work through the middle of the ground, stepping up to win contested footy on a day where there was a 

lot there to be won. Then finally Tommy Baldwin showed his class again. Coming off half back he became 

an attacking weapon with his ability to defend the footy and use it in a punishing manner the. On the back 

of these three the others lifted, and a six-point deficit turned into a three-goal final term lead. 

As is always the case out at Hyden, the Saints were never beaten until the end. They responded in the last 

with James again leading the way. The midfield battle was tough and willing and the ability of the 

respective defences to rebound vital. Jimmy Kennedy started to have an influence of his wing while Chris 

Shaw and Heath Spinks followed the lead of Baldwin and attacked off half back. It was an arm wrestle to 

the end with the Hawks being made to earn a tough four goal win.  

Hawks  9-9  63 

Saints                   6-3  39 

Best: C. Spinks, Baldwin, Solomon, Kennedy, H. Spinks, Shaw   
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It’s Maverick and Goose… 

Top Gun is a great movie. The first one. The second one is good too but the first one is well…. the first 

one. In the first one there is a scene where Goose laments the fact that the course instructor is their 

opponent. 

‘Holy #$% it’s Viper’ he says. Maverick’s response is poignant for its relevance to the Narem Ressies. His 

response was: 

‘Yeah, I’m sure he’s saying Holy $%^ it’s Maverick and Goose’. 

Whether he was or not is not the point of course. The point is that no matter who was coming he was up 

for the fight. As the Ressies were out at Hyden on Saturday.  

With just the bare eighteen, the boys negotiated a sixteen a side game against a Hyden side who had 21 

players from which to work. They had started their year well and were sitting second on the ladder. So, 

the challenge was before the Ressies as they started with, the breeze on a beautiful day for footy.  

Quickly the boys were on top, dominating field position and creating opportunity after opportunity for 

their forwards. Young Will Crane, Cheetham’s new workman, was quickly into the action as a roaming full 

forward. He was joined in this role by Pete Delavale who unloaded a huge goal from outside the arc to put 

the second one on the board for the Ressies. Bob Kennedy was leading a dominant midfield and the boys 

were clearly on top. 

Into the breeze the midfield met the challenges of a tough Hyden unit and continued to create fast 

scoring opportunities. Kyle Della was marshalling troops off half back and Trent Davis was showing his 

class with some attacking decisions from the same area. The story of the day however was Danny De 

Gouveia.  

De Gouveia is originally from, the easter cape of South Africa and works out at AFGRI, in only his third 

game of footy he showed that he was not only a quick study but tough and skilful. He attached off half 

back with some brave choices by foot which were executed with impressive skill. He pressured well and 

nearly took the mark of the year to date.  Although the dominance the Ressies got off the back of efforts 

like this was not translated to the scoreboard, it was dominance none the less. 

In the second half the Ressies weren’t allowed to really hammer home their advantage thanks to some 

determined defending from what were good opposition. However, the ball once again spent the majority 

of the half in the maroon and gold half and rarely got past halfway. Again, to the credit of the Saints, 

when it did, they scored but the Ressies held sway. 

Starting the game with only eighteen does ask for some special efforts from the boys in the jumper. 

Individually and as a collective you need to stare down the opposition that is coming and refuse to yield. It 

was this kind of effort that the Ressies boys gave on Saturday and this kind of effort that earned them a 

well-deserved win. Just like Maverick and Goose.  

Ressies    7-12   54 
Hyden/Kalgarin  2-3   15 
Best: Delevale, Kennedy, Brown, Davey, Crane, De Goveia  
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PLEASE NOTE: The Fence Post volunteers respectfully ask that to avoid upsets and or embarrassment, 

family and loved ones should please notify The Fence Post of any change of circumstance that may effect 

the Birthday/Anniversaries page published. Please advise specific dates to simplify the editing process. 

Contact details are on the front cover page of The Fence Post. 

May 

May 

24th Natalie Morrone Noela (Currie) Cole Kara (Pascoe) Morrone 

 Hayley Westropp Brenna Ridout Courtney (Ridout) Bormolini 

25th Fiona Watson(Pool) Pat Sloss  

26th Lynett Sabbagh(Fagan) Maria Lopez Gary Sinclair 

 Steve Smith Cobie Stirrat  

27th Darien (Hayter) Pascoe Gloria Smith Kelly VanViersen 

28th Michael Thomas Sasha Thomas Jamee Thomas 

29th John Currie (Jnr) Jamie Pini Lynda Cornish 

30th Kingsley Bristow Michael Butler  

31st Shana Schwartz Troy DellaVedova Helena Bailey 

24th Pat & Denis Sloss 

28th Joe & Wendy(Aird) Wilson 

30th Julie(Menegola)  & Craig Kennedy 
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ST PAUL’S ANGLICAN 

SUNDAY 28TH MAY 

9.30am 

               PENTECOST    

Acts                   Chapter 2 -  Verses 1 -21 

1 Corinthians  Chapter 12 - Verses 1-13

 Reader : Doreen Bookham 

John          Chapter 20 - Verses 19-23 

Psalm              104   

CHURCH NOTICES 

 

Seventh-day Adventist 

105 Church Rd, Mt Walker 

Saturday 27th May 2023 

All most welcome 

10:00am Sabbath School - Adult Bible Study 

Children’s Program (at the same time) 

11:30am Combined Worship Service 
Speaker: Pastor Ben will celebrate 
Communion.  

Any queries please contact: 

Terry Ashmore 0427 907 119 

Pastor Ben Townson 0403 053 288 
Finally: God spared not His own Son!! Rom 
8:32 

   

 

ROMAN CATHOLIC 
OUR LADY OF THE BLESSED SACRAMENT  

 

Sunday 28th May 

Mass at 10.00am 

Reader: R Hickey 

 

Contact: R Hickey 0428 132 454 

J Cusack 0408 064 727 

Cleaning: J Cusack 

Email: brucerockparish@gmail.com 

FaceBook: Francis Mary Concepta Sacrament 

 

Church of Christ   
Thursday 25th May 7.30pm 

Bible study at A & W Van Dyk’s Home 

Word for the study - perseverance 

Friday 8th May 3.15 -  4.30pm 

KIDS CLUB  

At Church of Christ Hall 

Sunday 28th May 10.00am  

Worship Service with Sunday school during the 
service 

Bible verse: Proverbs 27:9 
The sweet smell of incense can make you feel good, 
but true friendship is better still. 
 

mailto:brucerockparish@gmail.com
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Editor:   Lorraine Lethlean 

COMING EVENTS 

 

MAY 2023   
Wednesday 24th GOLF -  Ladies -  Stableford -  Sherrie Heather Trophy  
    
 Thursday 25th Autumn Club 10.00am-2.00pm 

  Narembeen Biggest Morning Tea  at POP UP SHOP 10.30am 
    
Friday 26th Playgroup at Numbats Centre  9.30am 
  DARTS -  Jets V  Wizards        
               -  Magpies V  Bruce Rock  

               - Royals V  MC Sharks  
  Story Time at CRC 10.30am 
    
Saturday 27th Church  

  Men’s  Shed 9.00am 
  FOOTBALL -  Narembeen V Kulin/Kondinin  
  HOCKEY -  Narembeen V Kulin/Kondinin Vipers  
  NETBALL -  Narembeen V Kulin/Kondinin   
    

Sunday 28th Church  

  GOLF -  NAREMBEEN - Foursomes Championship  

                                        -  Ladies -  Stableford  

              - MT WALKER -  Sweepstakes  

    
 Monday 29th Circuit Gym  9.30am 
  Arts and Crafts and Book Exchange at Community Shed 10.00am-4.00pm 

    

 Tuesday 30th Senior Citizens 2.00pm 
    
Wednesday 31st Youth Leadership Forum 9.00am 

  GOLF -  Ladies -  Stroke  

    

    

    


